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Comprehensive Trust and Data Management Solutions for the Internet

BUILDING TRUST FOR THE CONNECTED WORLD
Incorporation

Founded in 1990, HQ Silicon Valley - Shareholders: WiL, Sony, innogy, Philips

Expertise

Leader in security, privacy, and trust for open networks and service-enabled devices

Inventions

Trusted Distributed Computing, Digital Rights Management, Secure Interoperability

R&D

Top research lab – top scientists including Turing Prize recipient

Markets

Energy, IoT, auto, media, consumer marketing tech, healthcare, and more

Products

Trusted Data Platforms, Media Monetization, Internet Secure Systems
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GLOBAL OPERATIONS

London

Tallinn
Riga

Paris

Silicon Valley
Headquarters

Beijing

Boston
New York

Seoul

Mumbai
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Indore
Hyderabad
Bangalore

Tokyo

INTERTRUST
SECURE SYSTEMS
INTEGRATED
MEDIA SOLUTIONS
Content Management and
Protection, targeted
advertising, customer
understanding, and
marketing technology
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360°

SOLUTIONS FOR
DATA MONETIZATION,
DATA GOVERNANCE,
TRUST AND SECURITY

Secure and authenticate
client devices

SECURE
DATA PLATFORMS
Multiparty, secure data
platform supports vertical
market applications such as
marketplaces, data sharing,
etc
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INTERTRUST PRODUCTS
A COMPLETE SUITE FOR DATA GOVERNANCE, TRUST AND SECURITY
CONTENT
INTEGRATED
MANAGEMENT
MEDIA
SOLUTIONS

INTERTRUST
SECURITY
SOLUTIONS
SECURE
SYSTEMS

TRUSTED DATA PLATFORM
SECURE
DATA
PLATFORMS
AND SERVICES

ExpressPlay™

whiteCryption™

Personagraph™

DRM System

Application Shielding

Customer Data Platform

ExpressPlay is a secure, complete, cloud-based
Digital Rights Management (DRM) system that
meets even the toughest Hollywood standards.
ExpressPlay is the only multi-DRM technology
available across all popular platforms and formats.
It allows content distributors of all sizes
to distribute video, audio, ebooks, easily, flexibly,
and cost-effectively.

Many modern apps carry secrets and personal
information that must be protected from hackers.
whiteCryption provides Cryptanium security
software tools for app developers to protect
software code integrity from being compromised,
and a secure white-box cryptography library that
protects cryptographic keys embedded within
app code. whiteCryption is a subsidiary of
Intertrust and a pioneer in advanced mathematical
techniques for protecting software from attackers.

Personagraph is a brand-able, data-driven, private market exchange that converts shared and
contextual consumer data into knowledge which media buyers and sellers can use to derive
additional value while protecting consu mers’ identities. It is the only solution that combines first-party
data using machine learning techniques with third-party identity data, and makes it available to
publishers for monetization.

Kiora™
Offline Content Delivery System
Kiora provides a secure distribution platform for
content providers to publish and deliver content
to domains where internet bandwidth is
inaccessible or sometimes unavailable. Our
patented platform comes with a ready-to-deploy
content appliance along with a publishing
backend. We pioneered the micro-cloud
architecture for distributing content where the
user does not have to pay for expensive
bandwidth.
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Planet OS™
Geospatial Big Data Platform
Planet OS provides big data infrastructure to help renewable energy companies transform the way
data is used in their organizations. From operators in control rooms to executives in boardrooms, our
specialized applications to integrate, exchange, and visualize data for all stakeholders make
renewable energy more competitive.

Seacert™
Certificate Authority
Seacert provides trusted digital certificates that
authenticate the identity of devices and services.
Seacert also provides trusted root keys for
Internet-based systems such as app stores and
media distribution platforms. Seacert has shipped
over a billion certificates to Internet-connected
devices around the world, and is expanding into
new markets such as smart grids and IoT devices.
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Genecloud™
Genomic Data Platform
More than ever, mountains of DNA data and personal healthcare information are being generated.
This is both a boon for medicine and a potential data privacy nightmare. Genecloud is a trusted cloud
service for storing and analyzing genetic sequence data, and is designed to strike a balance between
access and privacy. Genecloud provides integrated features – security, auditing, data integrity, and
user consent – that help researchers stay focused on what matters most: their research.
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CONTENT DELIVERY PLATFORM FOR LIMITED BANDWIDTH DOMAINS

Kiora provides a secure distribution platform for content
providers to publish and deliver content to domains where
Internet Bandwidth is inaccessible or sometimes
unavailable.
Our patented platform comes with a ready to deploy
content appliance along with a publishing backend.
We pioneered the Micro-Cloud architecture for distributing
content where the user does not have to pay for the
expensive bandwidth.
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PERSONAGRAPH
GET THE MOST FROM YOUR AUDIENCE DATA
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BUILDING TRUST FOR THE CONNECTED WORLD

